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Typewriter:  Free Indirect Discourse
in Deleuze�s Cinema
Louis-Georges Schwartz

The figure of speech variously called �free indirect discourse,� �quasi-
direct discourse,� or �represented speech,� dominates Gilles Deleuze�s
two-volume study Cinema, a work also containing a theory of cinematic
�free indirect images.�  Deleuze develops a concept of free indirect images,
which, he argues, articulate the social in �modern cinema,� opening
political and ethical dimensions of the �time-image.� Although Deleuze
does not present his conceptualization of cinematic free indirect images
as a theory of his own writing practice, if we link it to the figure as it
appears in Cinema, we cannot but wonder how Deleuze�s writing relates
to his thought. Cinema�s reflection on free indirect images exposes a major
literary device used by Deleuze since his first books, but the theory
mirrors the practice in an interested way, presenting  it in a glamorous
light that makes it hard to see the position from which Deleuze writes.
By ignoring class critique in his theoretical sources, Deleuze makes his
own practice seem unquestionably righteous, yet despite its triumphal
air and limited, unconscious cosmopolitanism, Deleuze�s theory of free
indirect images revitalizes the study of cinematic subjectivity. Beyond
the boundaries of film studies, Deleuze�s theory prepares us to think the
ethical and political aspects in an implicit, unelaborated concept that
informs contemporary modes of social control� the concept of �life.�

In literature, free indirect discourse presents the speech, writing or
thought of a character in the character�s own language, but without
using quotation marks, as in the following example from Dickens�s Our
Mutual Friend. The italicized phrase below is clearly in the language of the
�four rough fellows� attending Riderhood�s death, and whose thoughts
the narrator reports:

See! A token of life!  An indubitable token of life! The spark may smoulder
and go out, or it may glow and expand, but see! The four rough fellows,
seeing, shed tears. Neither Riderhood in this world, nor Riderhood
in the other, could draw tears from them; but a striving human soul
between the two can do so easily. (440).

Although the most famous theories of free indirect discourse take
their examples from literary fiction, philosophical examples can be found
throughout Deleuze�s oeuvre.1 The literary character of Deleuze�s
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philosophical writing has provoked many scholarly remarks, including
Deleuze�s own. In the introduction to Difference and Repetition, he writes, �a
book of philosophy should be in part a very particular species of detective
novel, in part a kind of science fiction� (xx). At the 1995 International
Filmology Colloquium, the first major conference devoted to Deleuze�s
Cinema, Raymond Bellour described Deleuze�s books as a kind of novel.

Deleuze uses the figure of free indirect discourse even while he
elaborates his concept of free indirect cinema; for example:

As Pasolini aptly comments, Godard also uses characters who are
undoubtedly ill, �seriously affected,� but who are not undergoing
treatment, and who have lost nothing of their material degrees of
freedom, who are full of life and who rather represent the birth of a
new anthropological type.  (Cinema I, 75).

The phrase �a new anthropological type� comes directly from Pier Paulo
Pasolini�s essay on �The Cinema of Poetry,� one of the sources of Deleuze�s
theory of free indirect images. Since the association of a cinematic style
with an anthropological type is unusual, the expression grafts Pasolini�s
language onto Deleuze�s text. Examples such as this one are often closely
associated with paraphrases including words from the author�s lexicon,
for example, �but if [for Pasolini] Antonioni�s vision of poetic
consciousness is essentially aesthetic, Godard�s is rather �technicist� (but
no less poetic)� (75). Pasolini names Antonioni�s style one of aesthetic
consciousness, and the word appears here in Deleuze�s text as Pasolini�s.
In part, Deleuze uses the related figures of free indirect discourse and
paraphrase to isolate phrases and words from other authors in order to
appropriate these for his own discourse, as in, for example, �What
characterizes Pasolini�s cinema is a poetic consciousness, which is not
strictly aestheticist or technicist, but rather mystical or �sacred�� (75).

 Such sentences often dispense with any explicit reference to the
author�s discourse, although here he describes Pasolini�s cinema using
terms from the latter�s theoretical writings. This mode of appropriation
allows Deleuze to speak in his own voice and another�s simultaneously,
reminding his reader of the arguments he has drawn from the works of
his intercessor. Deleuze weaves the words of other authors into his
sentences in a way that allows another author some autonomy within
Deleuze�s statements, but simultaneously makes that other say something
Deleuzean.

Despite differences between the two theorists Deleuze relies on in
developing his concept of free indirect discourse, V. N. Volosinov and
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Pasolini, Deleuze selects passages that make Pasolini and Volosinov seem
to agree with each other in their definitions of free indirect discourse,
while ignoring each author�s critique of the figure. Deleuze radicalizes
their definitions until free indirect discourse becomes the motor for the
development of language, the wellspring of cinematic subjectivity and a
fundamental resource for ethical and political invention.

Deleuze first mentions free indirect images in chapter five of The
Movement Image, in a passage that begins by setting up two categories of
images, subjective and objective, and goes on to argue that cinema�s degree
zero, its defining possibility, consists in a passage between the two. In a
movement typical of his thought, Deleuze constructs a continuum
between the poles of subjective and objective images, allowing a strange
new category called �free indirect images� to emerge between them.
Ordinarily, according to the limits of our �natural perception� and the
law of the excluded middle, we think of subjective and objective as
exclusive categories, calling something either one or the other, but not
both. Deleuze, of course, rejects this simple scheme, pointing out that in
cinema, a single shot can begin objectively and end subjectively.

Mitry�s Semi-Subjective Image
Before invoking Volosinov and Pasolini�s work on literary free indirect

discourse, Deleuze refers to Jean Mitry�s writing about the �semi-
subjective image� (Mitry, 214-219),  as a source for his concept of free
indirect images. In reading Mitry�s The Aesthetics and Psychology of the
Cinema (a book that anticipates his own two volumes, insofar as both
attempt to categorize cinema�s images in the course of a narrative about
cinema�s development), Deleuze pays particular attention to Mitry�s
account of camera movements that anticipate the arrival of a character
in the frame or follow someone from behind. Such shots imply a perceiver
not quite equivalent to the character and not quite objective, so that the
camera seems to become a consciousness accompanying the character.
Initially, Mitry, like Deleuze, makes a distinction between subjective shots,
taken from a character�s optical point of view, and objective shots, taken
from a point of view that is objective �relative to the represented drama�
(207). Very quickly, he becomes dissatisfied with these terms and
produces a flurry of synonyms. First, he suggests replacing �subjective�
with �personal� and �objective� with �impersonal�(207). Mitry does
not follow through with this change in vocabulary, reasoning that
objective and subjective were already widely used  in early 1963 when
he published The Aesthetics and Psychology of the Cinema. Nevertheless, seven
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pages later Mitry suggests a further refinement, this time replacing
�objective� with �descriptive� and �subjective� with �analytical� in
order to reserve the term �subjective image� for an image from the
memory or mental life of one of the film�s characters. Even after he
introduces the terms �descriptive� and �analytical,� Mitry keeps using
subjective and objective, as in �semi-subjective image��the term Deleuze
uses to introduce free indirect images. Mitry�s vacillating nomenclature
suggests the difficulty of pinning down the status of cinematic
subjectivity, as if the instability of the category prevented him from
finding a satisfactory term.

By �semi-subjective image� (214), Mitry means an image in which
the camera sees the character and what the character sees at the same
time, so that the subjective reaction is always given in the objective
image. According to Mitry, the semi-subjective shot arose in order to
surpass a limit in the ordinary point-of-view shot, which, without shots
of a character looking, cannot communicate to an audience her feelings
about the events presented from her optical point of view. Mitry cites
The Lady in the Lake (Montgomery, 1947), shot almost entirely from the
detective�s point of view and without reaction shots, as an extreme
example. The audience never identifies with the subjectivity of the
detective, since every visual perception offered by the film reminds the
audience that they see someone else�s experience, and nothing invites
spectators to project themselves into Marlow�s character.

Mitry notes that in the mid 1930s,
It became abundantly clear that, though this method of eliminating
one of the characters throughout enabled things to be considered
from his point of view, it did preclude the perception of any potential
reaction that character may have had at the same time ... In order to
�experience� the feelings of a given character, all the audience had
to do is to be with the character, along side him. (215, italics in
original)

According to Mitry the semi-subjective image found its mature form in
the mid-1930s, finding its �true expression� (215) in Jezebel (Wyler, 1938),
a film in which semi-subjective images give rise to what Mitry calls a
�shared point of view� (216).

Mitry�s semi-subjective image implies an anonymous point of view
accompanying the character�one that audiences can take up. Because
the camera shows what the character sees and the character seeing it,
the spectators become aware of the character�s reaction at the same time
as the character, so that their empathy is strongly solicited. As Mitry
says about Jezebel,
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We are able to associate with her [Julie, played by Bette Davis] and
project onto her feeling which might have been ours in similar
circumstances � [because] without losing any of Julie�s reactions,
we can see with the same intensity as she, the object with symbolic
prominence in the frame. (216)

According to Mitry, the semi-subjective image implies two perceivers
who exist independently of the image itself. One of those perceivers is the
character, but the other is sometimes the filmmaker and sometimes the
audience. It is as if the impersonal consciousness accompanying the
character in the semi-subjective image takes the form of a point of entry
for either the filmmaker or the spectators. The camera reports the
perception of the character and determines the organization of the film,
so that for Mitry, semi-subjective images function hierarchically,
subordinating the consciousness of the character to the artistic will of
the film.

Mitry ignores the ethical and political implications of the concept of
the semi-subjective image developed in these passages. In his analysis of
Jezebel, he concentrates on a scene between Julie and Preston (Henry Fonda)
alone, and chooses to mention, but not analyze the Olympus Ball sequence
where the couple moves through a social space. Julie has insisted on
wearing an inappropriate red gown to the ball, and Preston responds by
insisting on dancing with her. As they take their place on the floor, the
other couples move away from them, their faces disapproving. The
camera accompanies Preston and Julie as they move, traveling fluidly in
and out of their point of view, showing the behavior of the other couples
and Preston and Julie�s reactions in a single take. If, as Mitry argues, the
semi-subjective camera invites the audience to imagine itself in the
position of the characters it accompanies, the camera in this sequence
invites the audience to imagine itself in the position of perceiving, being
perceived, and being judged by another. The ballroom sequence uses the
semi-subjective image to render cinematically the self-conscious moment
of an encounter with others. The disapproval of their peers acts as a force
on Julie, Preston, and the camera, determining the image�s movement.

 While Mitry�s semi-subjective image goes a long way in describing
subjectivity in cinema, his commitment to sketching out the process of
audience identification with the camera-eye prevents him from
accounting for what interests Deleuze most�how cinema produces subjects
and the relationships between them. In Mitry�s account, cinema refers to
preexisting subjectivities and binds them to predetermined positions
with respect to one another. In order to complicate this scheme in which
the semi-subjective image corresponds to consciousnesses already given
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and constrained by one another, Deleuze turns to the third part of
Volosinov�s Marxism and the Philosophy of Language. Although Deleuze
mainly filters Volosinov through Pasolini, a close look at the original text
will show that Volosinov�s work on what he calls �quasi-direct discourse�
allows Deleuze to conceptualize free indirect images as a means of
producing subjects.

Quasi-Direct Discourse and Speaking Personalities
Marxism And The Philosophy Of Language attempts to read the political

and ethical traces inscribed in forms of reported speech. Volosinov
develops his theory of free indirect discourse2 as part of an analysis of
reported speech, which he classifies in three categories: direct discourse,
enclosing a character�s speech within quotation marks or using another
device to mark it off from the author�s utterance; indirect discourse,
paraphrasing a character�s utterance in the author�s language; and free
indirect discourse, bringing the character�s language into direct contact
with the author�s. Each of these figures entails the expression of social
judgments and relations. Volosinov calls reported speech a �document�
of the reception of another�s speech. A document �not about the accidental
and mercurial subjective psychological processes in the �soul of the
recipient,��but the social relations available in the author�s culture that
have �crystallized into language forms� (Volosinov, 117).

Volosinov organizes his chapter as a critical review of theories of
free indirect discourse, elaborating his own account of the figure in the
course of his readings. From the beginning, the chapter insists on the
creative novelty of free indirect discourse. While free indirect discourse
can be thought of as combining the tenses and persons of indirect
discourse with the tone and word order of direct discourse, Volosinov
argues that free indirect discourse is not a mixture of the other two forms
of reported speech, but is a �completely new, positive tendency in
reception of another person�s utterance� (142). Inventive nineteenth-
century authors did not bring about the development of free indirect
discourse; it emerged along with new socioeconomic factors that caused
�a shift within verbal intercourse� producing �an essentially new
manner of receiving another person�s words� (143).

Volosinov understands the emergence of free indirect discourse as a
bourgeois rhetoric that expresses social relations in an age of
mystification. Understanding the passage from feudalism to early
twentieth-century capitalism as the triumph of the bourgeoisie,
Volosinov finds in free indirect discourse �the main road of development
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of modern European languages � to be explained in terms of a general,
far-reaching subjectification of the ideological word utterance� (158).

Reported speech, and especially quasi-direct discourse, crystallizes
social relations because they figure an active reception of another�s
speech. For Volosinov, the manner in which one receives another�s speech
is a social relation determined by class. The speaker and receiver embody
social classes functioning as social types, rather than as individuals. The
act of reception instantiates the relationship between the groups they
belong to.

Free indirect discourse expresses class relations more clearly than
the other forms of reported speech, because it preserves both the language
of the speaker and the language of the listener so that the reported
language takes on accents of the reporting language. Volosinov calls this
its specificum, describing free indirect discourse as �a single linguistic
construction within which the accents of two differently oriented voices
are maintained� (144). Thus the figure always involves at least two
consciousnesses� that of the speaker and that of the reporter. Indeed, for
Volosinov, free indirect discourse always expresses a social judgment
through the interruption of the author�s language by the words of the
character, and the author�s subsequent re-inflection of the character�s
speech.  Without interruption, the author�s words would �naturalize�
his judgments, but once another speaks through him, the two sets of
valuations contest one another, and in so doing each reveals the other�s
existence.

For Volosinov, encounters between different consciousnesses give
life to language; interaction produces changes in a language and drives
its history. Language has little autonomy with regard to infrastructure.
Material conditions determine social differentiation and sociopolitical
order which in turn determine �the place, time, conditions, forms and
means of verbal communication [�] and [�] the vicissitudes of the
individual utterance� (153). Changes in the figures for reporting speech
express �the mutual orientation of two utterances changing on the basis
of a change in the active perception by the linguistic consciousness of the
�speaking personality,� of its ideational, ideological autonomy, or its verbal
individuality� (146). Changes in the active perception of others form the
substance of social, political, and ethical life.

For Volosinov, the subject cannot be found in some psychic interior,
nor can it function as the cause or explanation of any other phenomena;
instead, he calls it an �ideologeme that is vague and fluid in character
until it achieves definition in the more stable and more elaborated parts
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of ideological creativity� (152-53).  Language use produces the speaking
personality, its subjectivity, intentions, and stylistic tendencies. A word
does not express a personality; instead, the impression left by a word
forms the personality, and words express the social intercourse of their
producers.

Speaking and writing give rise to determined subjectivities. Unlike
the traditional philosophical conception of consciousness as light shining
into an otherwise dark world, in Volosinov, language illuminates what
is thought to be within consciousness: �language lights up the inner
personality� (153).3 Before uttering anything, the speaking personality
remains dark and amorphous, only constituting itself by using words.

Despite Volosinov�s seeming enthusiasm for the production of
different subjectivities by means of free indirect discourse, he argues
that its spread eroded the declamatory word and replaced the assertion
of fact with the reporting of opinion. If free indirect discourse produces
subjectivities, it also allows authors to evade responsibility for
statements by attributing them to another. The generalization of the
figure everywhere other than in �scientific texts�(159) prevents a rational
analysis of real conditions of existence, producing atomized, alienated
subjects, as opposed to the collective subjects of the declamatory,
responsible word. Free indirect discourse functions as a linguistic
ideology of the bourgeois subject.

 Free Indirect Point-of-View Shots
Pasolini�s theory of free indirect discourse varies in three significant

ways from Volosinov�s,4 adding flexibility and strength to his account of
the figure. First, Pasolini�s free indirect discourse is capable of calling
forth new forms of collectivity as well as producing subjects and
expressing their relations. Second, instead of analyzing free indirect
discourse as an expression of bourgeois capitalism, Pasolini allows for
different ethico-political interpretations of at least two distinct types of
free indirect discourse. Third, Pasolini conceptualizes free indirect
discourse more abstractly than Volosinov, loosening its ties to language
and allowing a consideration of whether cinema is capable of articulating
the figure.

Pasolini develops his theory of free indirect discourse in the form of
notes on a book by Giulio Herczeg and in an essay on �The Cinema of
Poetry� (1972).  Like Volosinov, Pasolini insists on the social character of
free indirect discourse, but for him the figure doesn�t express just the
social relations between the author and the character � it can also imply
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a collective audience for the free indirect speech. He makes this point
with a citation from Leporello�s aria in the first act of Don Giovanni, where
he complains of his servitude using infinitive phrases rather than the
first person:

To labor night and day
For someone who doesn�t know how to appreciate;
To bear the rain or wind,
To eat badly and to sleep badly.
I want to act the gentleman
And I don�t want to serve any longer.

(cited in Pasolini, 79)

This example differs from those offered by Volosinov in that the speech is
that of a character in an opera rather than a character in poetry or prose,
and the other subjectivity is not that of the author, but of an unnamed
collective. According to Pasolini, Leporello�s use of infinitives not only
suggests repeated activity, it suggests a continuous activity shared by a
group or class, and also solicits a chorus of addressees. Leporello speaks
for the chorus, whose members recognize these social conditions as their
own. In such uses of free indirect discourse, the author�s sympathy does
not go to the character, but to �all those like him� (80). For both Pasolini
and Volosinov, free indirect discourse involves the linguistic expression
of a social type. Hence, �every time one has free indirect discourse this
implies a sociological consciousness, clear or otherwise, in the author� (82).

Like Volosinov, Pasolini argues that true free indirect discourse
involves two distinct verbal tendencies, and that a distinction between verbal
tendencies can only be the result of different social positions and the
different experiences they produce. Unlike Volosinov, Pasolini writes
about a false free indirect discourse used by authors to report the speech
or thought of characters of their own social type. An author can also fail
to recognize differences in �life experience� (87) and produce a colonizing
free indirect discourse that renders the character�s speech in the author�s
language. In both cases, an interior monologue passes itself off as free
indirect discourse. An author who uses his own language to report the
speech of a character only gives voice to her own thoughts; she only
reanimates the thoughts and ideology of the character when �the words of
a character and the words of the author are not the same� (87, original italics).
Only different language can express the character�s thoughts insofar as
they are not those of the author, because words are the only access we
have to the thoughts of others. As Pasolini puts it,
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The character lives�. in another linguistic or psychological, or cultural,
or historical world. He belongs to another social class. And the author
therefore knows the world of that social class only through the character
and his language.  (87, original italics)

An author who cannot recognize this
doesn�t know how to recognize the extreme characteristics of
psychological diversity of a man whose life experiences differ from
his, and who on the contrary believes that he make them his by
seeking substantial analogies � almost as if experiences other than
his weren�t conceivable. (ibid.)

Pasolini argues that authors naturalize their own subjectivities, each
positing his as the norm for all subjectivity, serving the ideological interest
of the status quo and performing �an act that is the first step toward
certain manifestations of the defense of his privileges and even toward
racism�(87). For Pasolini, the recognition of difference makes possible an
author�s freedom with respect to his socio-economic conditions and the
norms of his social type by permitting a radical critique of the author�s
speaking position. When an author fails to recognize different life
experiences, he �belongs to his class deterministically; there is no
discontinuity between him and a police chief or an executioner in a
concentration camp� (ibid.).

Pasolini�s connection between false free indirect discourse and
coercive state violence might strike a reader as hyperbolic, but the very
possibility of alterity in literature hangs in the balance; the otherness of
the character and her world can only be preserved through the alterity
and opacity of her language. The assumption that language is transparent
and can immediately be translated into thought implies that a particular
psychology functions as a norm. Any deviation from that norm can then
be construed as a lapse or degradation.

Pasolini sees free indirect discourse as an evolving figure, even as he
notes its disappearance from literature. In the rise of modern �writing
beyond style,� Pasolini sees �a synthesis of pure plurality and
contemporaneity of possible techniques� (89). The density of figures in
mid-twentieth century writing, and the rapidity with which its language
changes register, make it more difficult to identify free indirect discourse,
since the difference between the two conflicting utterances in free indirect
discourse assumes that each utterance can be differentiated and recog-
nized. Since modern writing collapses various consciousnesses into the
same flow of text, all that remains of free indirect discourse are
�stumps�(89). While Volosinov saw a generalization of free indirect
discourse as an evasion of responsible utterance and the triumph of
bourgeois consciousness, Pasolini argues that as free indirect discourse
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spreads, it becomes less and less possible, since its use tends to dissolve
any stable enunciative position in the text.

Despite the difficulties Pasolini recognized in using free indirect
discourse in the literature of his time, he finds it in twentieth-century
visual arts. In these passages, free indirect discourse seems to drive the
development of modern painting. Avant-garde painters started
incorporating separate objects such as newspapers into their canvases.
Such objects, previously unknown in painterly tradition, constitute
another �language,� or another mode of expression. The use of a different
material opens the work to history, turning the artist and user from
makers of history into products of history, by making them work with
historically determined expressive material. In pop painting, the
preexisting object often comes between the painter�s vision and the world,
becoming something cited, like the image of a soup can. The painter mixes
something already seen into his expression of a world he has seen, and in
the process, it becomes something seen from another point of view.

The section on free indirect images in pop painting allows Pasolini to
start thinking about a visual form of free indirect discourse. The use of a
found object, of an object heterogeneous to the rest of the canvas, suggests
to Pasolini a different source of enunciation and a different reading
position. Because the heterogeneous object brings with it its own rules of
seeing (often a cliché), that object makes palpable the historicity of images
and the history of regimes of painting.

For Pasolini, class conditions reception as much as it conditions
production. The intellectual, bourgeois critic can only understand the
reported material according to old standards, unable to account for it
except as �a naked syntagma, the unequivocal and terrible pop-object�
(92), very different from the ��innocent� masses�(92) who are able to read
the pop element in its affective complexity, since it comes from a set of
objects that make up their daily lives.

True free indirect discourse must bear the inscription of the socio-
economic difference between speakers in their language and conscious-
ness. As the above example shows, one could also say that free indirect
discourse exposes socio-economic differences between audiences. What
is important is the existence of different languages, and hence of different
social groups. Pasolini interprets the existence of languages other than
the dominant one as concrete forms of social resistance.

We can now see why Pasolini ties the freedom of the author to the
use of two distinct languages in free indirect discourse. To the extent that
an author uses language that makes any experience other than his own
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seem inconceivable, that author colonizes everything according to the
will of his class-consciousness. In so doing, he gives up his own freedom,
because it depends on the ability to experience something other than
class-based consciousness, and hence on a language different from that
of his social class.

At the end of his �Notes on Free Indirect Discourse� (1972), Pasolini
analyzes Chaplin�s Modern Times (1936) as an articulation of two socio-
economically different discourses. Pasolini moves between literary and
cinematic ideas easily here, by treating the character�s attitudes as
discourses, despite the fact that the film is silent. Modern Times depends on
two registers: the industrial and the human. So long as the vocabulary of
the factory is different from the vocabulary of the worker�s life, Chaplin�s
character can play at making the machines into a �linguistic-expressive
world,� staging a critique of the inexpressiveness of technology. When
�the language of the technocrat� can no longer be distinguished from
�the language of the worker,� the linguistic phenomena specific to
factories will dominate all language, entailing �the subsequent suppression
of the margin of freedom assured by the various linguistic levels� (100, original
italics).

Pasolini articulates the possibility of a cinematic equivalent of free
indirect discourse more explicitly and at greater length in �The Cinema
of Poetry,� an essay where he draws correspondences between types of
reported speech in literature and cinematic forms. According to Pasolini,
the cinema�s point-of-view shot corresponds to literature�s direct
discourse (176). Just as he wrote of Modern Times�s images as linguistic
expressions, he links point of view to a character�s language.  Pasolini�s
translation of the figure from one medium into another seems simple:
both figures bring into play something marked as having another source
than the rest of the work in which they appear, but what they bring into
play differs in each case. Direct discourse reports the speech of a character,
while the point-of-view shot presents a character�s auditory and visual
perceptions. The figures concern different elements: one concerns speech,
the other concerns the senses of hearing and vision; and surprisingly,
Pasolini�s application of a figure of speech to the cinema emphasizes the
visual aspect of film at the expense of the sound track.

Instead of translating direct discourse with a cinematic figure for
reporting speech (the use of synchronized sound in depicting a
conversation, the alternation of shot and counter-shot in editing a
conversation, or the written speech of silent film�s inter-titles), Pasolini
identifies direct discourse with cinematic point of view. It is as if Pasolini
had abstracted the problem of reported speech, construing it as the
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appearance of signs of the same type that dominate the text in which
they appear, but that are marked as having been produced by a subject
other than the �author� of that text�an abstraction already implicit in
his notes on the indirect images in pop art. In literature, a character�s
speech or thought reported by direct discourse consists of words �
linguistic signs � like the rest of the novel in which they appear, but the
reader understands those words as enunciated by someone other than
the author. In cinema, the point-of-view shot presents acoustic and visual
images � cinematic signs � like the rest of the film in which they appear,
but the audience understands those images as having been perceived by
someone other than the �auteur.�

Establishing that single cinematic constructions can traffic in
materials associated with two subjects opens the possibility of a
cinematic free indirect, the interaction of expressive materials from both
of the subjects. In order to evaluate the cinematic free indirect, Pasolini
searches for inscriptions of class in point-of-view shots. Social difference
inscribes itself on language, because language is �a totality of socially
differentiating and differentiated languages� (176) � in other words, a
social relation in and of itself.  Variations from the institutionalized forms
of language both mark and change social differences. A speaker identifies
herself as belonging to a class, and can contest the linguistic norms of her
culture, since those norms are produced by language use. In �The Cinema
of Poetry,� Pasolini imagines the inscription of social difference in the
cinema only with difficulty. Writing about the cinema as primarily visual
art, he observes that while people speak differently according to their
cultural and historical circumstances, �our eyes are the same the world
over�(176). This creates the first difficulty: in literature, free indirect
discourse depends on differentiating the character�s language from that
of the author, but if seeing is universal, how can a visual art formally
register social difference?  Pasolini attempts to solve this problem by
imagining conditioned, socio-economically differentiated modes of
vision, such as those of the peasant and the bourgeois who �see different
sets of things, but even a single thing in itself appears different through
the two different �gazes�� (ibid.). However, as soon as he presents that
solution, Pasolini mitigates it by noting that such differences between
gazes cannot be institutionalized.

Given the difficulty of correlating modes of vision with the socio-
economic conditions of spectators, all of Pasolini�s examples of free indirect
cinema come in the form of films shot entirely in free indirect point of
view. Pasolini calls this �pre-textual free indirect,� a phrase one might
understand as meaning both that the logic of the text implies a free indirect
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view already underway when the film starts, and that a free indirect
point of view is used as a pretext for something else. His three major
examples of free indirect subjectivity come from films by Michelangelo
Antonioni, Jean-Luc Godard, and Bernardo Bertolucci, two of whom
(Antonioni and Godard) become major figures in Deleuze�s Cinema 2: The
Time-Image.  In Antonioni�s Red Desert (1964), the world is perceived by
Monica Vitti�s neurotic character Giuliana. With the exception of the
sequence depicting her son�s dream, the film looks and sounds as if it
were seen and heard through her subjectivity, because it differs from
cinematic convention. Those differences, most famously the film�s
emphasis on framing, mark Giuliana�s neurotic perception, which in turn
becomes the pretext for Antonioni�s radical pictorialism, granting him
the freedom from cinematic norms required for his aesthetic project. As
Pasolini writes, instead of being �the instrument that analyzes
alienation� Antonioni�s vision becomes alienated in the character�s�
(179-180).

In films that use pre-textual free indirect point of view, the character
with whom the auteur establishes a free indirect relation is irrational,
whereas the norms of cinema are based on rational subjectivity. Free
indirect images serve �to speak indirectly � through any narrative alibi
� in the first person singular�(185), but surprisingly, Pasolini claims
that this first-person singular never takes the form of an interior
monologue, since cinema lacks a means of interiorization � of passing
from images to thoughts and �conceptual words� (176). The cinema
contains expressive material that can be associated with both the auteur
and a character, but the vision of the auteur and the vision of the character
are differentiated according to psychological rather than socio-economic
factors.5  For Pasolini, free indirect point of view expresses psychological
types.

Although the psychology expressed in free indirect point of view
motivates the use of outlandish expressive devices, the filmmaker must
use characters of the same socio-economic milieu as himself, �analogous
to him in culture, language, and psychology � they [must be] exquisite
flowers of the bourgeoisie� in short, the bourgeoisie, also in film, identifies
itself with all of humanity, in an irrational interclassism� (185). The
cinematic version of literature�s free indirect discourse does not involve
the same �margin of freedom,� since the director cannot mime the vision
of someone from outside his social sphere without positing it as a lapse
of bourgeois psychology. Modes of vision at variance with the
institutionalized way of seeing are understood as expressing the
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psychological flaws of the spectators, characterizing them as �abnormal,
neurotic, or hyper-sensitive� (185). For Pasolini, the function of free
indirect images in the cinema is the coming into consciousness of
contemporaneous capitalism � �neo-capitalism that discusses and
modifies its own structures and that, in the case in point once again,
ascribes to poets a late humanistic function: the myth and the technical
consciousness of form� (185).

Deleuze
Deleuze constructs a new theory of free indirect discourse from

references to Mitry, Volosinov and Pasolini. He assembles some of their
thoughts into the new idea of free indirect images. In the course of
constructing his idea, Deleuze emphasizes some aspects of his sources
while ignoring others � in short, he reads. From his sources, Deleuze
constructs a concept of free indirect discourse and images that opens
new insights into the textual politics of films, and to a certain extent,
links them to the material conditions of their production, but the concept
stops analyzing cinematic production as such. Deleuze could have used
free indirect discourse to think about the films he analyzes as being the
result of a production process involving multiple �authors,� but instead
he writes of free indirect images as figures used by traditionally invoked
and singular auteurs. Nonetheless, Deleuze produces a more flexible, finely
articulated notion of free indirect discourse than any of his sources, one
directly linked to the ethics and politics of cinema. However, the reading
practice required to develop the new concept ignores everything in
Pasolini and Volosinov that would force Deleuze to question the ethics of
his own utterances.

As we have seen in Cinema 1, Deleuze develops the idea of free indirect
images in the course of an attempt to define subjective and objective
images through a reading of Mitry. In the course of defining objective
and subjective images, Deleuze focuses on objective images that become
subjective, and vice-versa. He begins by defining subjective images as things
seen from inside the set of things to which they belong, and objective
images as things seen from outside the set to which they belong. The
camera�s ability to pass from a position within a set to a position outside
of it complicates Deleuze�s nominal definitions of subjective and objective
images, since any given shot can conceivably be re-determined as
subjective or objective by being re-framed by a camera movement. The
chapter begins with three cinematic examples, La Roue (Gance, 1923), The
White Sheik (Fellini, 1952) and Pandora and The Flying Dutchman (Lewin,
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1951). Of these, only La Roue is silent, but Deleuze deals only with the
films� visual aspects. He then turns to Mitry�s analysis of the shot-reverse
shot to illustrate the fluidity with which the cinema passes from objective
to subjective.

If Volosinov and Pasolini emphasize the sociological aspect of free
indirect discourse, Deleuze emphasizes its ethical and political aspects.
Before Deleuze introduces the term �free indirect,� he cues the reader to
attend to its ethico-political importance. Deleuze introduces Mitry�s term
�semi-subjective� image as a way of starting to describe the camera�s
passage between objectivity and subjectivity, emphasizing its ability to
�be with� the characters. The phrase �being-with� comes from Mitry
and appears in quotation marks in Deleuze�s text, but in the very sentence
after Deleuze introduces this phrase, he translates it with the word Mitsein.
Mitsein, a term from Martin Heidegger�s lexicon, alerts us that ethical
relations are at stake here. 6  Deleuze goes on to associate this with John
Dos Passos�s �camera eye,� which Deleuze describes as �the anonymous
viewpoint of someone unidentified among the characters,�7  who
implicitly judges their actions.

Deleuze�s description of this anonymous viewpoint casts the semi-
subjective image as a primal cinematic substance, from which the
objective and subjective images differentiate themselves. According to
Deleuze, Pasolini thought that free indirect images expressed the essence
of cinema.  Pasolini�s essay on �The Cinema of Poetry,� which Deleuze
refers to here, argues that cinema only manifests pre-textual forms of
free indirect images, �infinitely less articulated and complex� than the
figure in literature (Pasolini, 176). By making Pasolini identify free indirect
images with the essence of cinema, Deleuze forges an ontological link
between cinema and subjectivity.

Deleuze equates the perception-image�the zero degree of cinematic
images in his taxonomy�with the semi-subjective, arguing that
cinematic perception differs from natural perception, since natural
perception does not have a semi-subjective form. As we move through
the world, our perceptions are either objective or subjective, but never
both. This makes it difficult to �find a status for this semi-subjectivity,�
and Deleuze writes, �this is why Pasolini � used a linguistic analogy,�
(72)10  namely, that of free indirect discourse. The claim that Pasolini uses
a linguistic analogy in order to overcome the difficulties of defining an
unnatural mode of perception is not quite accurate. My own reading of
the �The Cinema of Poetry� shows that Pasolini turns to free indirect
images because they enable a linguistic analogy to be made; he does not
turn to language in order to explain something in the cinema. Pasolini
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looks for a �cinema of poetry� in order to analyze the social function of
the film artist according to the model of the poet. As he argued in his
earlier text �Notes on Free Indirect Discourse,� reading the figure allows
him to analyze texts as the products of socio-economic types. Deleuze
only invokes the parts of Pasolini�s essays concerning the figure�s potential
to express different subjectivities and solicit responses from new
audiences, and hence create new social groupings.  He reads Pasolini�s
essay as an attempt to explain an emerging style of cinema rather than
as a call to transform cinema.

After having introduced Pasolini, Deleuze�s text uses free indirect
discourse to combine Pasolini�s argument with his vocabulary:

It might be said that a subjective perception-image is a direct
discourse and, in a more complex way, that the objective perception-
image is like an indirect discourse (the spectator sees the character
in such a way as to be able, sooner or later to state what the character
is supposed to be able to be seeing). (72)

Here Deleuze retains Pasolini�s comparison between the cinema�s visual
elements and figures for reporting speech, as well as some of Pasolini�s
words: �direct discourse� and �free indirect discourse.� Deleuze also
makes significant changes in Pasolini�s language and makes explicit a
possible implication of his argument. Deleuze substitutes �perception-
image� for �point-of-view shot� in Pasolini�s argument, and adds the
comparison between the objective image and indirect discourse. The
perception image is not quite a point-of-view shot, since there is an
objective perception image but no objective point-of-view shot, and also
because Deleuze uses the word �image� sometimes to mean a single shot
and other times a concatenation of shots. Although Pasolini makes the
comparison between the point-of-view shot and direct discourse, he does
not write about a cinematic equivalent of indirect discourse.

These alterations transform Pasolini�s article from an aesthetic
consideration of cinema into a consideration of how cinema produces
subjectivity. By making the comparison between indirect discourse and
objective images, Deleuze changes indirect discourse from a means of
reporting speech to an arrangement of subjectivity. He describes free
indirect discourse as �an enunciation taken within an utterance which
itself depends on another enunciation� (73). Such a description is to be
found neither in Volosinov nor in Pasolini. The word enunciation and the
argument here echo Deleuze�s collaborative work with Felix Guattari on
assemblages of enunciation � a term Deleuze will soon invoke.9

Deleuze�s example of free indirect discourse in literature, taken from
Volosinov, is: �She summons up her strength: she will rather endure
torture than loose her virginity� (73). Volosinov finds this passage in an
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example from an argument by one G. Lerch, who contends that free
indirect discourse can be found in medieval French literature. As Ann
Banfield points out in Unspeakable Sentences, Lerch�s argument is
unconvincing because the passage lacks any of free indirect discourse�s
linguistic markers, and Volosinov only endorses Lerch�s argument
conditionally, writing in a footnote that Lerch�s reading �is only the most
probable interpretation of the lines� (cited in Banfield, 229). Banfield traces
a complex history of interpretation in which analysts disagree about
whether the passage cited in Deleuze is free indirect discourse. Deleuze�s
use of such a questionable example illustrates his tendency to understand
all enunciation as an assemblage, hearing very subtle distinctions among
lexicons, then figuring those differences as voices that produce speaking
subjectivities, all the while never doubting the alterity of the languages
involved.

Following this example, Deleuze paraphrases Volosinov�s argument
about free indirect discourse as the production of two subjects in
language, �one of which constitutes a character in the first person, the
other of which is present at his birth and brings him onto the scene� (73).
Deleuze gives voice to Volosinov�s theories of the speaking self as an
ideologeme, only realized in speech, and of free indirect discourse as a
single linguistic construction that maintains two voices within itself.
However, he changes the emphasis from free indirect discourse as the
crystallization of social tendency to free indirect images as the production of
subjectivity. To play on Deleuze�s vocabulary, one might say that Deleuze�s
work on free indirect images transforms a literary device determined by
socio-economic conditions into a machine for producing subjectivities.

This shift in stress anticipates Deleuze�s observations on free indirect
images in Cinema 2, where the figure makes it possible to �call a people
into being.� Instead of writing about free indirect images as a product of
bourgeois culture, Deleuze writes about the figure as a possible means of
creating a collective of the oppressed and marginalized. By combining
Volosinov�s argument that the speaking personality is created in the act
of speaking, with Pasolini�s contention that certain uses of free indirect
discourse imply a choral listener, Deleuze forges the figure into a political
instrument. However, by ignoring either argument about free indirect
discourse as a figure produced by a given class in a specific set of economic
relations, he forecloses the political and ethical critique of free indirect
discourse and images.

Deleuze establishes free indirect images as a technique of dual
subjectification, as if this had been Volosinov�s claim, and then asserts
that Pasolini took up this model. Deleuze explains that for Pasolini and
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Volosinov, free indirect discourse rather than metaphor drives the
development of languages, because metaphor homogenizes language
while free indirect discourse keeps the system �heterogeneous, far from
equilibrium� (73). Although both Pasolini and Volosinov attribute the
development of European languages to free indirect discourse, they do so
for a very different reason. Both writers argue that free indirect discourse
is the essential bourgeois figure. Thus, the primacy of free indirect
discourse comes from socio-economic causes, rather than linguistic or
aesthetic ones. Deleuze goes even further from his sources, arguing that
free indirect discourse cannot be analyzed according to linguistic
categories, which are always homogenous, but which are, as Pasolini
says, a matter of style. Here, he makes the opposite claim about language
from Pasolini, for whom the figure depends on linguistic categories, even
when understood as a stylistic device. Rather than understanding the
use of words from one dialect in a text written primarily in another
dialect (the high and low versions of a language, for example) as an act of
imitation or mimesis, Deleuze understands it as a correlation between
two asymmetrical proceedings within language, so that the correlation
matters and not the language itself, because that correlation is the
simultaneous production of two subjects.

Deleuze�s differentiation of subjects can be found in thought and art
as well as language. Deleuze identifies it with the cogito that can only be
born by being reflected in a transcendental subject that thinks it. In the
cinema, a subject cannot be born without another subject who watches
it and assumes the first subject�s freedom for itself. Although this model
of the split self has been a philosophical commonplace since Descartes,
Deleuze appends a long quotation from Bergson�s Mind-Energy by way of
elaboration. Bergson describes two egos as constantly in the process of
differentiation, in an �oscillation of the person between two points of
view on himself, a hither and thither of the spirit�(cited in Cinema I, 74);
an oscillation that Deleuze reminds us is a sort of being with.

In the cinema �a character acts on the screen, and is assumed to see
the world in a certain way. But simultaneously, the camera sees him,
and sees his world, from another point of view that thinks, reflects and
transforms the viewpoint of the character� (74). For Deleuze then, free
indirect discourse has an equivalent in the cinema to the extent that free
indirect discourse is a model of the cogito or subject always differentiating
itself from itself, always becoming another. This first formulation of free
indirect images in Cinema is specular, as Deleuze has not yet broached
film sound.
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If for Pasolini, in Red Desert Antonioni is able to transform Giuliana�s
neurosis into delirious aestheticism, for Deleuze, this ability comes from
the camera�s rethinking of Giuliana�s point of view, and the character�s
neurosis marks the subject�s difficult birth into the world. This correlation
between a perception-image and �camera-consciousness� goes beyond
subjective and objective to a pure form of an autonomous vision. Deleuze
defines the cinema of poetry as a perception image whose content is
reflected in an autonomous camera consciousness�a reflection that
grants the perception image its status as free indirect subjectivity.

Although Deleuze recasts Pasolini�s arguments about free indirect
point of view in Antonioni and Godard in the language of the reflected
cogito, in Cinema the universal cogito is much less important than the
subjectivity of character types. For both Volosinov and Pasolini, free
indirect discourse allows the expression of subjectivities conditioned by
class differences; Deleuze values free indirect images because they allow
subjectivities of different types, such as the �neurotic.� Here, the noun
�neurotic� names  a category of subjects in the  same way that the common
noun �bourgeois� does in Pasolini.  As �the man losing his identity� (75),
or a subject becoming less differentiated, the neurotic exposes the
conditions of normative subjectivity while providing an alternative to
it�or to borrow Deleuze�s words, a line of flight from it. The director
�affirms himself in him while distinguishing himself from him� (75), an
image that repeats not only Bergson�s two cogitos but also the key image
of differentiation in Deleuze, that of the lightning in the night sky in
Difference and Repetition.10

Deleuze�s displacement of Volosinov and Pasolini�s socio-economic
classes with character types supports the usually overlooked sociological
or anthropological tendency in the Cinema books. Throughout the two
books, Deleuze argues that various groups of films construct images of
different kinds of social relations, and think them through different
categories and kinds of reasoning. Deleuze�s use of common nouns allows
him to write about films as social organizations of character types: for
example, in his comparison of W. D. Griffith and S. M. Eisenstein in Cinema
I�s first chapter. These arguments depend on a rhetoric that calls
characters not by their proper names, but with common nouns that
name different types with varying degrees of specificity: �the young
girl� (30), �a Negro� (30), �the Chinese opium addict� (31), �the people�
(34), �the Boyars� (34). The variation in the specificity of the nouns
corresponds to variations in the ways films conceptualize social
categories. Free indirect images are like undifferentiated plasma of
subjectivity that generate types. Ultimately, it becomes possible for
cinema to reflect on its own production of types, for instance in Godard,
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who, according to Deleuze�s free indirect account of Pasolini�s essay, uses
characters representing �the birth of a new anthropological type� (75).

Deleuze goes on to write that Eric Rohmer�s films have a �truly ethical
consciousness,� formally transforming the cinema to make it capable of
bearing the free indirect discourse of the modern neurotic world. He
claims that Rohmer creates an image that is an exact equivalent of an
indirect discourse, as in Percival (1978) or the Marquise of O (1976). Both
directors work on the relationship of the image and the text, i.e., in Percival,
the chorus reports what the characters say indirectly. While all free
indirect relations are ethical encounters, Rohmer�s films are the most
self-aware of this.

Deleuze concludes the first section of chapter 4 by emphasizing free
indirect�s oscillation between objective and subjective, and its status as
a �higher aesthetic form� (76). He writes that in Pasolini�s films the free
indirect subjective is like �a reflection of the image in a camera-self-
consciousness.� (76). This gives camera-consciousness �an extremely
formal dimension� (ibid.) It is precisely this self-consciousness about
subject production that constitutes the ethical and political hope of the
cinema.

Cinema 2
In Cinema 2, Deleuze returns to free indirect images, introducing them

to address subject-object relationships and their development, a
relationship that is the concern of the �récit,� or tale. Deleuze writes,
�According to convention, what the camera �sees� is called objective, and
what the character sees is called subjective� (148), and the récit is the
development of these two series of images and the relations between
them. In classical or �organic� cinema, what the camera sees is the truth,
but what a character sees might not be. Narratives tend to involve a
character learning to see as the camera sees; but in the cinema of poetry,
�the distinction between what the character saw and what the camera
saw objectively vanished � because the camera entered into a relation
of simulation (�mimesis�) with the character�s way of seeing� (148). With
the emergence of this sort of free indirect subjectivity, the story no longer
refers to the truth but becomes a �pseudo-story�11  that decomposes and
recomposes subjective and objective images. Thus the cinema of poetry
becomes capable of composing directly with the medium�s mode of
subjectification: in other words, of attaining self-consciousness about its
production of types.

As if in an aside, Deleuze notes that free indirect images emerge in
non-fiction films as well as in art cinema. As the argument develops, it
becomes clear that various post-war documentaries provide the
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strongest examples of free indirect images in modern cinema�a free
indirect connected to the world beyond the film so intimately that such
a film can �call a people into being.� Deleuze analyzes these films as if
they were machines for producing new collectivities and new social
relations.

Deleuze argues that despite the obvious opposition between
documentary and fiction films, both traditionally address their
spectators as if they told the truth, and for both modes, the truth means
an accord between what the camera sees and what the character sees.
Like fiction films, documentaries often take the form of double systems,
where the camera sees objectively and the characters see subjectively. In
this passage Deleuze calls this adequation between two series of images
a �cinematographic fiction� (149) even in documentaries. He suggests
that in moving away from such an articulation of perception, cinema
undergoes its own version of Nietzsche�s critique of truth.

Here, Deleuze contests a traditional opposition of film criticism, just
as he earlier claims that film history is better divided into pre- and post-
World War II periods than into pre- and post-sound periods. Presently
he claims that the distinction between cinemas of fiction and
documentary is less important than the distinction between films that
ground truth in an accord between the subjective and the objective, and
films that don�t. For Deleuze, free indirect images emerge in certain
documentaries of the 1960s and undo the ideal of truth based on
cinematographic fiction.

Deleuze assembles a band of cinematic Nietzscheans to perform the
critique of truth: John Cassavettes, Sheryl Clarke, Pierre Perrault, and
Jean Rouch.  All of these filmmakers abandon a pre-constituted model of
truth to become creators of truth, a feat they are able to accomplish by
virtue of free indirect figuration. Deleuze uses the term less frequently
here than in the sustained consideration of the figure in Cinema 1. When
it comes up, it is often at the conclusion of an argument, and points to a
general trait of the modern cinema. Just as Pasolini argues that free
indirect discourse saturates modern writing, Deleuze claims that it
saturates modern cinema. Deleuze describes the way his band of
filmmakers produce multiple subjectivities in their work through a
figurative process of differentiation.

The analysis starts with Perrault, and Deleuze�s larger claims about
Perrault apply to the other filmmakers as well. For example, Deleuze
writes that Perrault criticizes fiction insofar as it �forms a model of pre-
established truth, which necessarily expresses the dominant ideas or
the point of view of the colonizer� (150); the critique of �pre-established
truth� politically validates the practice of all the filmmakers at the end of
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chapter 7. If pre-established truth expresses the point of view of the
colonizer, legend and memory exemplify �the story-telling function of
the poor� (ibid.). The filmmakers Deleuze assembles here all present real
characters in the act of making fiction�an act that Deleuze argues contests
dominant ideas and established models of truth by presenting the
character in the process of changing, or as Deleuze puts it, of becoming.
Images of characters telling stories constitute an enunciation given in an
utterance, which in turn depends on another enunciation. We see and
hear the character narrating in a film assembled by someone else. Such
images correspond exactly to Deleuze�s definition of free indirect discourse
in literature.

Instead of presenting characters as identities, these filmmakers
present real characters playing characters from the past, or legendary
characters; in this literal sense, they give us characters becoming another
(character) or differentiating themselves from themselves. In these films,
the storytelling function is given over to the characters;  the filmmaker�s
fictions are replaced by his real characters� récits. In that sense, the
filmmaker, or the source of the film�s enunciation, also becomes another.12

The stories told by the characters in these films are stories representing
groups or types whom Deleuze calls �peoples,� and the characters
relinquish the role of the storyteller to characters of other types. It is
thus, Deleuze claims, that the films in question �call a people into being,�
rearticulating in a different register Pasolini�s claim about the choral
address of the infinitives in Don Giovanni.

In Deleuze�s analysis of Perrault, he argues that direct cinema, cinéma-
vérité, and �cinema of the lived� consist of a free indirect figure who
articulates two different points of view and produces two different
subjectivities. Concluding his analysis of Perrault, Deleuze calls this figure
�the free indirect discourse of Quebec,� imaging the story-telling function
passing from one to another, until it passes through a multitude and
becomes �a discourse with a thousand heads� (151). This account of free
indirect images ignores the problem of whether the films present a �story-
telling function of the poor� that comes from outside the filmmaker�s
realm. Because the characters come from our world, Deleuze assumes
that the film depicts their stories from their point of view. Clearly these
films attempt to accomplish this, but whether they succeed is another
matter.

Rouch articulates free indirect images through characters who are
defined by a passage from one state to another: through trance in Le
Maître fou (1955), and through role-play in Moi un Noir (1959), for example.
In these films the character becomes both real and fiction, because he is
real as he invents his fictional character. In order to show this change in
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the character, the camera constantly links him to images from before
and after the process of self-differentiation. Rouch�s characters �are
constantly becoming another and [are] no longer separable from this
becoming that merges with a people� (152). Rouch and the characters
both make a free indirect discourse. Since free indirect images and
discourse produce subjects, Deleuze can link them with the possibility of
producing an image of subjects yet to come, and to forge out of it a cinema
of absolute non-self identity.

The argument goes on to identify Rouch�s free indirect with a
cannonical French formulation for the self in differentiation�Rimbaud�s
famous phrase �Je est un autre.� Having just differentiated Rouch from
Perrault on the grounds that Perrault makes films that attempt to
rediscover the lost identity of a repressed people, while Rouch escapes
his civilization to find a different identity, Deleuze�s citation of Rimbaud
is apposite, since the poet left France for Africa in order to become
something other than a poet. Here, free indirect images have become a
generalized possibility for subjective becoming in the cinema. Deleuze
calls this the very poetry that Pasolini looked for in fiction films.

Perault and Rouch return to a similar argument at the end of chapter
8, �Cinema, Body and Brain,� but this reprise considers the story-telling
function of free indirect discourse in terms of literal telling or speech.
This speech act creates itself as a �foreign language in a dominant
language� (223).13  This becomes the goal of Third-World cinema, which
seeks �through trance or crisis, to constitute an assemblage that brings
together, in order to produce collective utterances, as the prefiguration
of the people who are missing� (188).

Conclusions
In his consideration of Shirley Clarke and John Cassavettes, Deleuze

writes �free, direct discourse�(153) with a comma between �free� and
�direct� to indicate the way the figure supposedly allows both filmmaker
and character to express and set free the becoming of a minority.  At the
end of the chapter, �the whole cinema becomes a free, indirect discourse
operating in reality� (155). In both sentences, the comma after free implies
that the figure is on the side of liberty.14  The politico-ethical aspiration of
freeing the expression of a minority collectivity is thus associated with
all the time-images that Deleuze links to free indirect cinema.  Deleuze
writes that the time-image erases �internal monologue in favor of a free
indirect discourse and vision� (155).

Deleuze�s analysis of the figure in Jean Rouch�s  films is extraordinarily
rich. By connecting free indirect discourse with the depiction of characters
in the act of story-telling, he reveals the purest example of the figure in
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cinema. By choosing films with real characters playing themselves,
Deleuze convinces us that free indirect discourse has some relation to
actual ethical and political problems. By choosing to focus on two
ethnographic filmmakers, he is able to show how free indirect discourse
works to construct collectivities by allowing multiple voices to address
multiple spectators who themselves become potential speakers.

Yet Deleuze�s analysis of Rouch and Perault does not mention the
names of their collaborators, only the names of the auteurs.  Even in this
account of the most radical examples of free indirect discourse in cinema,
the other voices lose their identity, while the name of the auteur remains.
This rhetoric functions as an erasure of the very oppressed �minority�
groups that cinema�s free indirect is supposed to call into being. The
names of the members of those groups never appear�an absence that
contradicts an important aspect of Rouch�s project.15  For Rouch not only
made films; he trained collaborators like Damoure Zeka in both
filmmaking and anthropology. He wanted to de-institutionalize both
practices.  If Volosinov and Pasolini�s critiques of free indirect discourse
had been maintained in Deleuze�s reading, along with the valorizing
aspects of their theories, Deleuze might have been able to rethink this
erasure, or at least to make explicit a theory of authorship that might
mitigate it.

The erasure of other names might have been avoided through a simple
consideration of who did what on a particular film. But although Deleuze
defines free indirect discourse as an assemblage of enunciation� and
here he uses films produced under very specific circumstances  (in the
midst of ongoing life, with real characters, without scripts) and with
very specific equipment (portable 16-mm cameras, crystal-synch tape-
recorders)�he never develops a sustained consideration of free indirect
discourse in terms of material circumstances of production.16  Since
Deleuze calls free indirect discourse an assemblage of enunciation, it is
all the more surprising that he does not address the collective nature of
film production.

If Deleuze ignores production history, he also avoids formal analysis
of his examples of cinematic free indirect discourse, although such an
analysis would be required by Pasolini�s critique of the figure. The only
way to assess whether a filmmaker has allowed another subject to emerge
in a film or has disguised his own position as that of another is to analyze
the form of the example of free indirect subjectivity in question. In
Dialogues, Deleuze tells Clair Parnet that he often had to do a lot of work
to make the authors he reads, �say what he wanted them to say.� This
suggests that Deleuze consciously uses the figure to re-accentuate others�
writings, so that they say something else. Without a formal analysis of
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the films of Rouch and Perault, it is uncertain whether their use of free
indirect subjectivity does the same thing. If so, another argument would
be needed to show that it could nonetheless still call a people into being.
For if the filmmaker�s control of the cinematic medium ends up
determining the speech of other subjects in the film, can the voices in the
film be thought of as multiple?

The triumph of free indirect images in modern cinema reflects
Deleuze�s use of the figure in an alluring light. Deleuze�s selective reading
of Pasolini and Volosinov is an interested reading. He ignores the parts of
their arguments that would challenge his own writing, and thus allows
the figure to function as a utopian lure, promising a politics and ethics
within modern cinema, but he never shows us how new modes of social
organization inform the screening room.

Despite the limits of Deleuze�s ethical and political argument for free
indirect discourse, Cinema articulates one of the most suggestive accounts
of the production of subjectivity in the cinema. Furthermore, the theory
of free indirect images and discourse in Cinema prepares us to think the
�unthought in thought,� or the question of life. In chapter 7 of Volume 2,
�Thought and Cinema,� Deleuze writes that the task of the cinema is to
make us �believe, not in a different world, but in a link between man and
the world, in love or life, to believe in this as in the impossible, the
unthinkable, which nonetheless cannot but be thought� (171). Part of
this project of discovering the identity �of thought and life� must involve
the analysis of the concept of �life� in contemporary social and biological
sciences, and a resistance to the use of the word �life� within
contemporary social control systems; otherwise, �life� is taken to be
already �thought.�17

According to Giorgio Agamben, Deleuze concentrated his efforts on
producing a thought of �life that does not consist only in its confrontation
with death and an immanence that does not once again produce
transcendence� (238). That thought will require us to �discern the matrix
of desubjectification itself in every principle that allows the attribution
of a subjectivity� (ibid.). Such a matrix appears in free indirect discourse
and images, insofar as they express subjectivities at the moment of their
differentiation rather than as always already differentiated.

Agamben further points out that the task of thinking the concept
of �life� requires

a genealogical inquiry into the term �life.� This inquiry � will
demonstrate that �life� is not a medical and scientific notion but a
philosophical, and theological concept, and that many categories of
our philosophical tradition will have to be rethought accordingly.
(239)
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 Deleuze�s theory of free indirect images gives us to understand that the
figures through which the notion of life are rendered into text must also
be accorded their place in the genealogy Agamben proposes.

The remainder of chapters 7 and 8 consider the cinema as a
mechanism for thinking life and believing in the body as �the germ of
life.� These passages write about cinema in order to create concepts for a
coming philosophy of life. Deleuze�s taxonomy of the cinema prepares for
the philosophy of life by associating a set of character types with each
category of cinematic image. The cinema allows Deleuze to think about
images in terms of life and particularly in terms of social life. The free
indirect necessarily figures the social since it always involves relations
between multiple consciousnesses,18  and the character types define the
categories of social life that allow it to be conceptualized. In this scheme,
free indirect images provide a model for the production of new social
subjects in the cinema. Whether these new subjects are authentically
�other� or are disguised versions of the filmmaker, Deleuze�s cinema sets
them to work thinking life and imagining new forms of social relations.
A task for some readers will be to imagine how such forms might be
thought and imagined in light of the limits of free indirect discourse and
the historical circumstances of film production.
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Notes
1. Deleuze is not the only philosopher to use the trope; Levinas and Derrida rely on it,

to name two �French theorists� contemporaneous with Deleuze.
2. Although Volosinov refers to the figure as �quasi-direct discourse� rather than free

indirect discourse, I will follow Deleuze�s terminology. Marxism and the Philosophy of
Language mentions �free indirect discourse� in citations of Bally, but a reading of the
differences implied by the two terms, while potentially creative in another context,
falls outside the scope of this inquiry.

3. Volosinov�s description of language as illuminating and giving form to the personal-
ity resembles Bergson�s account of consciousness as a photographic plate exposed
to the light of perception�an account Deleuze gives a careful reading of in the first
volume of Cinema.

4. In fact, there are more than three important differences between Volosinov�s and
Pasolini�s accounts of the free indirect. For Pasolini, the subject seems to exist before
language use, whereas for Volosinov, language use produces the subject. How-
ever, these differences do not matter in Deleuze�s appropriation of their work.

5. While this implies that the free indirect point of view articulates a psychological
consciousness rather than a sociological one, things become more complex when
Pasolini writes about the free indirect in Godard. He seems to associate Godard�s free
indirect with institutional or technical vision rather than character perception. Hence
Godard is capable of expressing �the average of a new anthropological type� (182)
by analyzing the habits and gestures of his characters.

6. Given Deleuze�s antipathy toward Heidegger, this invocation of him at the very
moment when Deleuze elaborates the ethical structure of the free indirect deserves
attention in a properly philosophical study.
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7. Note the importance of anonymity here. In Deleuze, the anonymous, preceded by the
definite article, can represent a type; here, one pole of the semi-subjective is defined
in terms of such anonymity.

8. Deleuze seems to feel that he must justify Pasolini�s comparison of film to language
since he devotes several of Cinema�s key passages to a critique of the application of
linguistic categories to film. In order to validate his reference to Pasolini, Deleuze
must excuse the essay�s attempt to understand film in terms of literature.

9. According to Felix Guattari, the assemblage of enunciation provided the �ulterior
problematic of Capitalism and Schizophrenia,� which sought to relate �prepersonal
subjectivity � prior to the totalities of the person and the individual � and supra
personal, that is, concerning phenomena of the group, social phenomena�  (112).

10. Dorothea Olkowski analyzes Deleuze�s fascination with difference between things
that cannot be separated in Gilles Deleuze and the Ruin of Representation (Berkeley:
University of California Press, 1999).

11. Deleuze takes the term �pseudo-story� directly from Pasolini�s �Cinema of Poetry�
essay.

12. Hence the contested authorship of Rouch�s films. See Damoure Zeka�s claims in Jean
Rouch and his Camera in the Heart of Africa, as well as Manthia Diawara�s meditation on
the authorship of Moi un Noir (Rouch 1958) in his own film, Rouch in Reverse. Steven
Ungar has also pointed out Oumarou Ganda�s collaboration in the authorship of Moi
un Noir with special attention to Ganda�s own statements, and Cascabo (1969), a later
film directed by Ganda.

13. This formulation resonates with the definition of minor literature in Deleuze and
Guattari�s Kafka: Toward a Minor Literature.

14. In a passage on Godard, Deleuze writes, �characters express themselves freely in
the author�s discourse-vision, and the author, indirectly, in that of the characters�
(187).

15. Some of Rouch�s collaborators have asserted their role in the authorship of some of
his films. Damoure Zeka makes many comments of this kind in Jean Rouch and his
Camera in the Heart of Africa. This erasure is also noted by Manthia Diawara in Rouch
in Reverse, where he argues that the New Wave originates not with Rouch but with his
collaborators, and is thus is African in origin.

16. Dudley Andrew is one of the few scholars to attempt such an approach. See his
�Nomadic Cinema� in The Brain is the Screen: Deleuze and the Philosophy of Cinema, ed.
Gregory Flaxman. Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press, 2000.

17. In addition to Agamben�s writing on the importance of Deleuze�s interest in the
concept of �life,� Galin Tihanov has pointed out important connections between
Volosinov and Lebensphilophie  in his �Volosinov, Ideology, and Language: The Birth
of Marxist Sociology from the Spirit of Lebensphilophie.�

18. I am endebted to Joshua Clover for this observation.




